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TURBULENT BWNDARY LAYER BEHAVICE. IN AN 
AXIALLY SYMMETRIC RADIAL DIFFUSER 
by 
A. Edward Csongradi 
ABSTRACT 
An investigation of incompressible turbulent boundary 
layer behavior in an axially symmetrica 1 radia 1 diffuser is 
. presented with experimenta 1 results for varla·ble diffuser 
area ratios. The derivation of the momentum and energy 
integral equations fo~ steady, incomp~essible flooo is in-
cluded. These equations serve as a basis for the evaluation 
of boundary layer parameters such as momentum thickness 
and shape factor in Truckenbrodt' s approximate method of 
predicting these parameters •. ,. This method was applied for 
the given radia 1 diffuser and the experimenta 1 results 
agreed fairly well with the predictions. Agreement on 
momentum thickness was better than for shape factor. 
Separation due to poor blending of curved to 
straight section of diffuser. outer surface occurred. 
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A = constant = o. 0076 
a = constant = 0. 030+ , 










'lo A i+n 
cf = s.kin friction coefficient - ~ 2 
d - turbulent energy dissipation term defined by -
J 
-· ([ J ( ~) d~ d + t --
u3 - ~ uz d'j 
0 
shape factor J*/e H - --
- = J'"I"-/e 
- shape factor H 
-I-I -JI-I 
L - shape factor - ( H ~ t) H 
= overall length in x-direction of test section 
n = exponent = 1/6 for turbulent flow 
If'.' . ,t• 
.r· ·: . · .. 
p = pressure, assumed constant across the boundary layer 
thickness 
R = radius of the body = R(x) 
Rt = length ReynQ_l<Js No. ~\)UCO e /v 
l 











. --~-·~-· .. -·*··-~-,-~.-J·•··-···· ... ,._ .. , ,_, 
Re = momentum thickness Reynolds No. = U e / J 
t = turbulent energy (see d) 
U =;, free stream velocity just outside .the boundary layer 
Um = undisturbed free stream velocity at diffuser· inlet 
., plane 
u = velocity in x-direction within the boundary layer 
v = velocity in y-direction. within the boundary layer 
x = coordinate direction along boundary surface in 
direction of main stream flow 
X = coordinate direction a long horizontal axis of 
diffuser 
y = coordinate direction normal to surface 
J = boundary layer thickness at which u = U 
I 














u· u /(lJ e 
=J '>''/iJ. J - momentum thickness I - -c.) u 
0 
= viscosity 













- - l.-a· ... {' . ,t ' 
J . ' 
•' 
= density of flawing medium 
•;, 
= shear stress 
ct. 




0 = initial condition at x = 0, at diffuser inlet plane. 
1, 2, 3, etc. = subsequent longitudinal sections taken 











The assignment was given to design a bend for a 
short axial distance of 7.5 inc 
diffusion without separation. : 
it was to have maximum 
The calculation oft diffuser profile and the 
velocity distribution assuming potential flow was· done 
utilizing the Marsha computer progra·m (Ref. 1). This 
analysis was not done by the author and t-vill not be 
included here. As a result of the above calculations, 
Figure 1 shows the final shape of the diffuser profiles • 
....,._ 
·. ... The coordinates of the profiles are given in Table 2, 
and the velocity distribution is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Starting from the above information, the objects 
of this thesis were: 
First, to build a full scale model of the diffuser, 
design and construct a suitable test rig, and determine the 
performance of the diffuser, the boundary layer parameters, 
and the poin~ of separation. 
Second, to apply some existing approximate method 
for prediction of turbulent boundary layer behavior in the 










Third, to develop possible modifications of 
current design procedures. 
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2. THE'<m.U.ICAL INVESTIGA.TIONS 
2 . 1 Deriya tign of tQe Momanj:alm aAd !n.~=:r.gy In_tegra 1 Equations 
The following derivations will be applicable to the plane 
as well as to the rotationally symmetrical case. Steady, 
incompressible flow will be considered. 
(a) Momentum Integra 1 Equa ti,on 
The assumption is made that in the rotationally symmetrical 
case, the radius of the body R is large compared to the thick-
ness of the boundary layer I' . According to Boltze (Ref. 2), 
Prandtl's boundary layer equations for the axisymmetric case 
are: 
1. 
u ~ +v "...ll = ax &) y - l dR. + -"' ;; u . ~ dx V "J y2. 
d CnRl 
Q X + 
d ( VR) 
c) y 
= 0 
and the Bernoulli equation can be written as: 
The 
at y = 0: 




u = 0, 
u = U, 
u s> gU 
dx 
boundary conditions are: 
t/ = 0, '[ = lo 
{ =O 
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'The coritinuity equation (2) is integrated over the 
distance y from the wall to obtain as 
y 
V = - l,. d (uR) dy (4) 
c) X R 0 
The equation of motion (1) is integrated with respect 
to y, from y = o (wall) to y = ,J , where the layer y = J 
"" 
is at the limit of the boundary layer. First, equation 




u ~ u + V ;) u - U _gl[ dy = 
X d y dx 
the right-hand 
J -;)2 
side is evaluated as 










e; == ('ou 
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J ~ dy 
c)y2 







- u d1l dy = - -
dx ~ 0 
Equation (6) is valid for both laminar and turbulent 
· flows, on condition that in the latter case u and v 
denote the time averages of the respectiv_e velocity 
components • 
The velocity component v from (6) can be eliminated by 
the substitution of equation (4): 
J y 
[ u du - ~u l dx c)y R d (YB.) dy - u g!l dy = - .b c) X • dx ~ 











0 u dy 
dY 
= ;) (YR) dy 
c) X 
zdw 
I ;- • • 
~- .. '#"- • 










































' du dy 
~y 
1 
dy d ) ;) (uR) J y dx y 
J J 




d (uR) dy 
dx 
Equation (7) then becomes 
J J 
0 
u ?~ dy - ; (U-u) ~(~) dy -






u c) (uR) dy Ox 
J 







- l (U-u) d (uR) 
-U ..dll dy - lo u 
-dx R 
~x dx ~ 
and 
J 
fo u "() u \ _ l u c) (YR) + l u d· {\#) _ u dU dy = _ 
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11 .. 
where the first term on the left-hand-side can be written 
as 
= l u 'J(yg) 




'[o 2. u d (yR) - l u ~ 
-U dU dy = -
-
0 R ~x R X dx ~ J 
Adding and subtracting the term u dll. dy to the 
dx 
0 
left-hand-side, rearranging and changing signs, 
J 
2. u. d (yR) - u @ - l u d (uR) + u dl! - u dll dy - -
R ;) X dx R d X dx dx 
0 
J J fo dy + u dll. - u '1.Y dy -
- -dx dx ~ 0 
J J 
l u !!Y&l + u dll. - 2. u c> (uR) 
R d x dx R a X 
re 
dy + u dll. - u d1l. dy = lo ~ dx dx 0 0 
Combining the second and third term of the first integral 
will result in 
J 
0 
...-- - Y. c) (gl) +· u e) (U-u)J dy + 
R ~ x c)x . 0 
fo 
u g.Y. - u d!l dy = -
dx dx ~ 
/I 
,,; : .~ ·. 
• 
" 
Now, rearrange terms within the 
I_ 
l (U-u) ~ + u .,f- (U-u) R dx tJX 
0 
. which can be written as 
·J 
integrals, and obtain 
J 
J 
dll (U-u) dy = 
dx 
d Ru (U-u) dy + gl! dX dx 
fo (U-u) dy = ~ (10) 
Applying I.eibnitz rule for the differentiation of an integral 
with variable limits of integration to the first integral 




u (U-u) dy + g1! 
dx (U-u) dy = 
Equation (11) can be made dimensionless in velocities u 
and U by dividing both sides with u2 • . , 
(11) 
! J . C 
...L L u2R 1l (1- 11~ dy + l dY ( 1 - ~ ) dy = • Lo (12) u2a dx 
O u · u u dx O u tg u2 
.It is appropriate here to introduce the definition of 
~ 
. 
the displacement thickness J and ~.pmentum thickness e. 
( 
The displacement thickness is that distance by which 




.. !1 -·· 
12 · 
,I 









. -.,. ___ -\. 
consequence of the decrease in velocity within the boundary 
- layer. In dimensionless form with respect to velocities, J * 




The momentum thickness e represents the loss of 
momentum in the boundary layer as compared with the potential 





u 1 - -u 
Substituting (13) and (14) into (8), it becomes 
1 L (U2R (:)) 
u2R-··· dx 





This is the momentum integral equation for axisymmetric, 
incompressible boundary layers. The radius Risto be omitted 
in the tt!\lo-=dimensional case. As. long as no statement is made 
concerning [ 0 , equation (15) applies to laminar and turbulent 
. boundary layers a like o This modern form of the momentum 
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(b} Energy Integral Equation 
Using a similar approach,~. Rotta (Ref. 4) deduced the 
energy integral equation. 'lbe starting point again is the 
equation of motion, 
u du &x + V du = c) y - l cg ~ + l d'[ dx rs d y 
and boundary conditions {3a) and (3b) apply. 
Equations (16), (2), and (3) are now combined. First, 
Equation (3) is substituted, then Equation (16) is 
multiplied by u, 
u2 du dX + UV 
c) u = 
;)y u u d.U. + ~ dx ~ 








d y R a <uR> dy - u u d.U = y d X dx ~ ( 18) 
If it is assumed that the velocity distribution u(y) and the 
shear stress distribution tf (y) in the y direction are known 
equation ( 18) can be integrated from y = o to y = J . 
J -
u2 d U - u c) U 'l 
dX · Jy R cJ (uR) dy - uU @ dy = . 0 X dx 
u al ~ ;Jy dy (19) 
0 
i. .: .. ' 










Integrate second term by parts: 










a) X (uR) dy, then dw 
J.i Oud 
R dy y, then z = 
Id 
(uR) dy = Tx wz 
1 J 




" . ·····-··. ---.. ,. _.,.,. -
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a 





u2 J (uR) dy - 2R Tx 
() J d d (uR) dy 1 u2 u2 = dx (uR) - L 2R 2R. Tx 
0 , ;~ (I 
b ( 
= _..l_ (U2-u2) d dx (uR) dy (20) 2R 
0 
Combination of first and third terms of (19) will give 
J 
( u2 du - uU dll dy = u ( u Ou 
-u dll )dy 
~x dx Ox dx 
~ () 
0 J 
2u ~ = l u - 2U gJl dy 2 -ilx 
0 
J d ,'.· 




-, : ':-- ... 
;j·.··_._-._--. . . . ... , 
-/· 
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Integrate right-hand-side of equation (19) by parts. Let 














then C z = l 









f c) u dy Jy 
= - du dy dy 
0 
because at y = ~ : u = U, 
~ 
c- . 
t ~ o , and at y = o : u = o, 
~ 





(u2-u2) ;) (uR) dy + l 
dx 2 u f x (u2-u2) dy = -
0 







(; ;) y 
l 
R 
u .£_ (u2-u2) dy = 2 
3x 
f !Y_ d (23) cg ~y y 
(J 
Again, applying I.eibnitz rule to the second integral 
on the left-hand-side of (23), 
:: .. 






































(u2-u2) 5x (uR) ·dy + • u ?x (U2-u2) dy 
l (u2-u2) d (uR) + uR 7J (u2-u2) dy R dx dX () 
17 
1 d ., !" ~. • .• , uR (U2-u2) dy -R c) X 
= 
.. 
l d R u (u2-u2) dy (24) -R dx 
= 
.· . ,r 
Substitute (24) into (23) 
J I 
f du l d R (u2-u2).dy = 2 u 
-
-R dx 
0 -<; ;; y 0 
I 
dy (25) 
·J . [ 
or ~ L R u (u2-u2) dy - f 2R dx o·, () 
;) u dy (26) 
c)y 
The term f ~ (u2-u2) on the 1'eft-hand side represents 
the loss in mechanical energy (kinetic and pressure energy) 
taking place in the boundary layer as compared with the 
~'\ l ·IJ potential flow. Hence the term 2 ~ u (u2-u2) dy 
' 0 
represents the flux of dissipated energy per unit length 
in the ! direction. 
Equation (25) can be put in non-dimensional form with 
respec·t to velocities by dividing with u3: 

























f . '.. l ...L L ( )2 ,;;; ( y) d u3R y 1 - Y. dy = 2. (27) u3R · dx u u 
~u2 dy u y. 0 
0 
Introducing the dissipation energy thickness 
from the definition 
' 
· (28) 
and the shear stress work from 
d + t 
~ u3 = 2 J 
I ([ 
~ u2 
The energy integral equation (27) can be rewritten 
in the following simplified form 
(29) 
I J 
.-. * 1 L (u3 R ) = 2 d + t 
u3R dx u3 (30) 
Equation (30) represents the energy equation for axi-
.& 
symmetric, incompressible boundary layers. The radius R is 
to be omitted in the two-dimensional case. In the laminar 
case, the shear-stress work equals the energy converted into 
. 
·· heat (dissipation d). In case of ;turbulent flow, not all 
energy is converted into heat, one part still remains as , 
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Appli~ation of Truckenbrodt' a Method to Radi,al Diffusers 
Before selecting Truckenbrodt' s · method (Ref. 5) for 
predicting boundary layer behavior in radial diffusers, a 
... 
brief survey was made of the available approximate methods. 
Schlichting (Ref. 6) and Stewart . (Ref. 7) have noted that 
the advantage in using Truckenbrodt's method, as compared 
with the other methods, lies in the fact that only simple 
quadratures are required and that no derivatives of the 
ideal, potential velocity function U(x) with respect tQ x 
are needed. Also, no slopes of the pressure distribution 
c~ve are required. 
Truckenbrodt has also shown that his method gives 
results which come closest to the experimental values. 
Truckenbrodt 9 s metfibd will not be presented here, 
the procedure of calculations will be given very 
briefly. 
Basically, the momentum thickness is calculated from 
the energy integra 1 equation and the shape factor is derived 

















2 • 2 • 1 Ca lGYla tion Pro,edm;e fax Tyrbylent Boundary Ia xers 
Step 1 The momentum thickn~ss e is calculated from eqliation 
V ·. 
(31) by performing rl simple quadrature. 
1+n 
t~ 3+2n ,+n 
ct + (-1-L 










n = ""% 
I+ t1 
l for -turbulent boundary layers 6 
Uo, Rq, eo are initial values at X = o, 
determined from experimental results. 
Next, the momentum thickness Reynolds number is 
obtained from equation (33) 
' 
_ u e 
-
v 
' Step J The quantity bis now calculated from 9quation 
(34) 
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Step 4 The new variable 
(35) 
is determined from equation 
.. t·· .. .. 
,• -: 
1-1-n 









Step 5 Evaluate the following integral 
( ) I u( f) b f - /11 U(S) 




· Step Z 
·,, ' " . Finally, by means of Figure 9, the more familiar 
shape factor H is d·etermined. 
A sample calculation using above procedure is 
included in Appendix B. 
SiDce the critical J)art of the diffuser from the 
separation point of view is the contour of the outer wall, 
' . ···. -f 
'•,' 
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~ ----·----- .. -·J .... , .. , .. 
!,'. 
-\,--·-- - "~ 
the boundary la.yer parameters were evaluated al~g the outer 
wa 11 only. This ·applies to both calculated and experimenta 1 
values. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
' .. ,·~ ,, 
., 
3. 1 Materials and Apparatus 
A sketch of the test facilities used in this program 
is presented in Figure 4. 
The air was sucked through· the model mounted on a 
plywood collector box and supported by adjustable length 
columns at th~ outside and iri~ide of the collector box. 
This is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The air mover 
was an Ingersoll-Rand Type FS centrifuga 1 blower. 
Following the collector box was the 12'' diameter 
inlet pipe of the blower. The blawer discharged to 
atmosphere through ,a 10" diameter long radius ASME nozzle 
located at the end of the discharge pipe. 
The model was made of mahogany and shown in Figµre 7. 
A sketch indicating major dimensions is presented in Figure 
8. ~nner body, which had a hemispherical nose, was 
. 
supported and aligned by four aluminum struts at its front 
' 
endo The outer body had a bell shaped entrance. The walls 
of the inner and outer body formed a,.~ annular passage 24 
inches long, of an inner and outer -diamceter of 10 and 16 
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to.build up a boundary layer thickness at the beginning 
of the diffusing passage. The surfaces of the model in 
contact with air were polished and they were considered 
very smooth. 
·-- --- --- The inner body was movable in the axial direction 
and this allowed variation of discharge to inlet area 
ratios. These are presented in Table 1. The inner 
body was fastened to the outer body by four bolts ·and 
" variable length spacers during the tests. These bolts 
' 
were located above 
was als; supp/ced 
,,.,, 
seen in Figure 6. 
the diffuser outside diameter. It 
at the discharge end as it can be 
This arrangement permitted concentric 
alignment of inner and outer bodies. 
Actually, the diffuser section of the model was 
the subject of the investigation. As stated previously, 
its surface coordinates were determined by using the 
Marsha program (Ref. 1) and these are tabulated in Table 
2. The X = o, plane is equivalent to the turbine rotor 
exit plane. The model was~ full scale reproduction of 
) ' 
the above dimension~! 'because the flow Mach number in the ·J 
prototype was in tQe neighborhood of 0.3, therefore the 
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25 
The coordinates of static pressure taps and total 
. ~" '~. -,,,, , .. ,~ ... ;-: ) ,, . 
. 
pressure traversing stations are given in Table 3. 
Static pressure taps were located in both the inner and 
outer walls, drilled perpendicular to the surface, along 
two rad.ia l plarnes 90° apart, thus providing a continuous 
check on the axial symmetry. The static pressure taps 
were 1/32 inch·· inside diameter x 1/8 inch outsidce diameter 
• 
brass plugs; the plugs were glued into place with epoxy 
resin. To insure a smooth surface, the plugs were mounted 
slightly proud ani hand-scraped with the wood surface. 
. 
,~_. The total pressure traversing station coordinates 
were the same as those of static pressure tap locations 
A1, A2, D, F, and J except that they were in the outer body 
only, located in a plane 90 degree from the static pressure 
planes. The traverse hole diameters were 0.125 inch and 
. l .. 
were drilled approximately perpendicular to the outer 
surface. There were no brass plugs in these holes. 
V Tota 1 presswece measurements were taken with a three-
hole United Sensor Type .CA-120--12-0, wvCobravv probe 'With a· 
~ shank diameter of 0.120t)inches. This probe is usable up 
to Mach 0. 7 with capabilitie_s f6r yaw ,angle measurements 
: .,.i"""~' ., '-1' "' '' ~' 
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The probe was mounted on a United Sensor Manual Traverse 
Unit as shewn in Figure 5. The positioning was done by- hand 
with the :id of the linear and rotary verniers. The base of 
the manual traverse unit was fastened through a wooden block 
to the outer body with two 1/4 incti.::set screws. The wooden • 
~*"f , " • ,, , ... , ' 
blocks were individually. fitted .. to the contours of the outer 
body at the given traversing station to allow rigid mounting. 
The accuracy of the traversing distance was 0.01 inches. 
The total pressure probe was hooked up to an inclined 
manometer filled with Merriam No. 3 fluid {specific gravity= 
2.975 at 60°F). It had scale divisions of. 0.01 inches. 
The static pressure readings were taken on vertica 1 
~ ,,, 
' 
,-' tube manometers filled with water with scale divisions of 
0.1 inches. Both type of manometers are visible on Figure 5. 
The inlet temperature of the air and the manometer 
board temperature were measured with a standard mercury-in-
glass thermometer with scale divisions of l degree Fahrenheit. 
The air flaw was measured by a 10 inch diameter long 
·~~!lius ASME nozzle locatecl.. at the. end of the discharge pipe 
of the blower outside of the building. The pressure drop 
across the nozzl,, was indicated on one. Qf the water manometer 
boardso The nozzle. temperature was taken by thermocouples 
through a potentiometer. 
/ 
··v···· 



















•', The barometric· pressure was recqrded on a standard· 
laboratory type mercury barometer· with a reading accuracy 
of. Oo 001·· inches of mercury. 
.. J.2 Test Procedure 
The several diffuser discharge to inlet area ratios 
·used during the. test are shown in Table 1. These were 
obtained by using various spacer lengths at the diffuser 
discharge. The following procedure was us~d for each 
,, "'---..--·- ..... , 
spacer setting. 
A constant flow of 8040 ACFM was used throughout the 
test except for the Oo 75 inch spacer. This spacer setting 
resulted in a two-to-one acceleration and it will be covered 
separately under "Discussion.''. The flow corresponded to an 
inlet Mach number of 0.146 and to a Reynolds number of 
) 240,000 based on the radial distance between inner and outer 
wall at the diffuser inlet (i.e., last stage blade length 
of 3 inches). 
The static pressure distri,bution was checked for axial. \, 
symmetry by comparing the manometer readings taken in the 
two planes 90° apart. Then two sets of static pressure 
readings were taken. The barometric pressure, inlet 
temperature, nozzle pressure differentia'l and te.mpera ture • 








': .. ·--~ ...... . 
;:.-:-,,···-- ............ ~ ' 
Traversing was done at five different 
-
as can be seen from Table 3. The location of stat on No. 1 
"-., 
was 3 inches upstream of diffuser inlet, No. 2 at diffuser 
inlet plane, No. 3 approximately 3\ inches along outer 
surface downstream of diffuser inlet p.lane, No. 4 approxi-
mately Si inches downstream of diffuser inlet and No. 5 
at diffuser discharge plane. The first reading was 
obtained with the end of the probe just barely touching 
the inner wall. This made the centerline of the probe 
sensing holes about OoOl inch from the inner wall. The 
. - -
probe was withdrawn towards the outer wall in small 
-~h 




25 to 30 total pressure measurements were taken at each 
~ 
station. The last.reading was again approximately 0.01 
inch from the outer wall. The maximum traversing distance 
~ 
for each station was previously recorded when the spacer 
was changed and visual inspection of probe location in 
the passage was- possible with the collector box cover 
removed, so. that-' the'? last reading was set according to 
this distance. 
After completion of traversing one cross-section, 
• the probe mounting was removed and relocated to the next 
traversing station and the traversing routine was repeated • 
.. 
. " 





Gr~at care was exercised in taking the static and 
total pressure measurements. Where pressure fluctuations 
occurred, the range of these fluctuations was recorded 
and the arithmetic average of these was used in the 
• 
calculations. . / 
.. 
3. 3 Test D@ ta Reduction an¢ Calculation· Procedure 
The average of the data was determined using a desk 
calculator. The velocity profiles for each spacer setting 
and at each traverse station ~ere determined from the total 
and static pressure readings. The static pressure distri-
bution between the inner and outer wa 11 at corresponding 
;Jl __ , ')... 
Ii,_.• 
static pressure tap location~~~was assumed to be linear. 
~ '•t,.._,,~, • ... , .r I .-;;~ »' 
. 
The velocity profiles are sllown in Figure 9 to Figure 13. 
Calculations of the momentum thickness e , displ¥e-
ment thickness J *", a'Ild shape· factor H, were· carried out 
.. 
using the above velocity profiles. In making these boundary 
" 
layer calculationS, the terms ( 1 -ii), ~ ( 1 - ii) and 
ii . 1 ·-· . ~ ) 2 were determined for each one of the traverse 
.. 
points within the boundary layer. 
graphically. · 
The integration was done 
· .. ,.A.11 of the· calculations, except in Truckenbrodt' s 













The program was written in .Fortran II language using Monitor 
Control. The program and a sample calculation for the 
diffuser inlet plane is included in Appf!ndix A. 
When the total pressure measurements were taken at 
the walls, . the centefline of the probe sensing holes was 
approximately 0.01 inch away from the wall. There were 
" 
no corrections made in the calculations to account for 
this, i.e., it was assumed that the last reading was 
taken· at' y = 0 and not at y = 0. 01 inches. Also, the 
correction of approximately O. 003 inches due to the 
si're2mline deflection away from the wall at the tip of 
the· probe was neglected. 
,/ 
Thus the combined error introdu<l@~nto the boundary 
«. 
layer thickness had a magnitude of approximately 2 percent 
,... 
at diffuser inlet and 4 percent at diffuser discharge. 















4 • DISCUSSION 
4.1 .&;curacy of Results 
... 
Before any discussion of the results can be D18de, the 
accuracy of them must be cons·idered. In order to do this, 
the quality of the test facility, the accuracy of measure-
ments, and the method of data reduction must be scrutinized. 
The precision with which the model and the t~st rig 
was built, and the accuracy with which the inner and outer 
body were aligned are considered to be excellent. The 
dimensions of the model were physically checked against 
_ _ /--the layout drawings and they were in agreement within 1/64 t,;;..;,., ,,-, " .. "• . . . ( 
J 
/ 
inch, which is the best one can hope for in wooden models. 
The axia 1 symmetry of the velocity distribution. was 
·assured by the geometrical axial symmetry of the model and 
it was indicated by the static pressure measurements taken · 
·1n two planes 90° apart. I 
The·location of the total pressure probe relativ~ to 
,, 
/ 
the walls also appears to be reasonably accurate as can be 
seen from fhe vel~city profiles in Figure .10. The two -
probe positions closest to th~ walls have approximately 
2 to 4 perce:n.~ error due to uncorre~~ed effects of l ... 
; 
















I . • .... ••. _, ~ . 
.. ,._ .. , 
approximately 0.02 inches. Hence the reading taken at the 
wall wa.s not really at the wall,_ at y = 0, but at y = 0.·01 
inches away from the wall. This error diminishes as the 
distance increases from the wall. 
The boundary layer thickness was measured from the 
velocity profiles shown in Figures 10 to 14. They were 
taken at the point where the curved line blends into the 
U (vertical) line. 
The accuracy of the ~easurements taken were consid-
ered to be high enough for the present investigations. 
I The scale divisions of the vertical tube water manometers 
~~-} 
were 0.1 inches, those of the inclined manometer 0.01 
inches and the total pressure probe positioner had 0.01 
inches. 
The averaging of test data was done on a desk calcu-
-~ lator and was recorded to .Q.001, i.e.,. to the third decimal 
place. , . . The calculation of velocities from pressure meas-
'·· 
urements was carried out to the second decimal place, as 
• can be seen from computer print-out in Appendix A, Section 
A-2. 
Almost a 11 of the curves were plotted on dimension·less 
cJ 
coordinate parameters to enable the reader to apply the 1 
{ 
~ 
results to geometrically similar, but different size 
r 
diffusers. 





4.2 Velocity Profiles 
The velocity profiles are shown in Figures 10 to 14, 
inclusive for spacer lengths shown in Table 'l. Figiire 10 
indicates the velocity profiles for~ 2o5 inch long spacer 
which c-orresponds to the design condition of the diffuser. 
The velocity profile at Station 1 corresponds to 
that of flow in an annulus. The effect of the bend ··dawn-
stream is hardly, if at all, noticeable. The velocity , 
profile at Station 2, ,which is at the diffuser inlet · 




· maximum velocity move~ toward the outer wall. This. is .. ii. 
• J 
• - ·,,,., )_ -1-: 
especially pronou~ce~~at Stations 3 and 4. The flow 
~A ,,-1 
behaves as expected, no separation occurs up to this 
point. The velocj.ty profile at Station 5, whic!l,,.is at 
the diffuser discharge plane,. however shows that separation 
. -/' 
an~ re~attschment has already· occurred. Note the decrease 
. . . 
in velocity in the outer half of the diffuser passage 
. indic;ating a wide, stalled region. ... 
Similar behavior of the velocity profile occurred as 
the diffuser discharge to inlet area ratio was decreased. 
This can be seen from Figures 11 to 13. Separation never 
occurred cat or before Sta ti.on 4, but always started some-
.· whert1 between Station 4 and 5. 
~-
. I • 
r. 




B0ynda3=:y Ia yer Parame·texs 
........... ,,., .. ,.,,,. .. 
,!.\, .. The di~placement thickness 
-~ 
cf ' •' momentum thickness e, 
and shape factor H ca lcuta·ted. from experimenta 1 results £or 
the different spacer lengths are show,n in Figures 15 to 17·. ' 
. • The ratio U/U"' is also shown. The experimental values are 
shown as points on the graphs. The flow was altiays <Sccel-
J 
. erated be~een the inlet and Station 3 and then decelerated 
between Station 3 and diffuser discharge. Since there was 
no traverse station between number 3 and 4, it is not 
:, possible to establish the location where the acceleration 
ended and deceleration begun. Instead, linear velocity 
variation was assumed. between travers<l,.-~-~a.,tions. 
·\ ... The displacement and momentum 9hickness as well as 
the shape factor decreased in the decelerating region and 
increased in the accelerating region, as they should do. 
They were determined only up to Station 4 because of 
separation between Station 4 and Station 5. ) 
Accelerating fl~ occurred when the 0.75 inch long 
..J 
-·· 
spacer was used givibg a ·two-to-one acceleration between ~. 
inlet and discharge. The veloci·ty profiles are shown in . •-: ... ' 
.. 
. r··.· .. 
... 








,.J •. • 
Figure 14. The important thing there is to notice that 
~ 
the velocity profile still deteriorates between Station 4 
and 5 as indicated by the measurements at Station 5. 
·~ Note how the velocity decreases in the 20% width region 
close to the outer wall •. This shows that unfavorable 
.. conditions still exist despite the 100%. acceleration 
between inlet and discharge. 
Figure 19 demonstrates the yariation of U/U«> , Jtr; $ i 
and H along ~he odter wall. Note that due to accelerating 
f·low, the shape factor H should always increase, however 
, ' ' 
it·· decreases between Stations 3 and 4. This is attributed 
,,. 
to error in graphica 1 integration of either J or e . 
l 
4.5 Point of Separation 
The exact point of separation has not been determined 
either by experiment or by calculation. It is known from ,{.-.-- - .,, 
. the measurements that separation occurs somewhere ·be.tween 
r 
"' 
Stations 4 and 5. It is also known from the boundary \ayer 
parameters that the .boundary layer behaves well up to 
Station 4 because the shape factor H is well below the 
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Looking at the}ciiffuser profile shown in. Figure;,< 1, 
it can be seen that on the outer surface, at the .. approxi-. 
mate axial distance of 5 inches and radius of approximately 
10.6 inches, the curved surface is joined with the vertical, 
straight wall. Note also that this point is shortly after 
Station 4, at approximately x/ f = 0. 73. 
.. 
I\t ~s very likely that separation starts at this point ,, 
. .,:!• 
for the following reasons: 
4.6 
1. The change in curv{lture is quite s~rp here 
and the flow cannot negotiate the· associated 
4,,·,,",>/,·: ' 
•. 
pressure rise without separation. 
2. The fact that a poor velocity profile still 
'f 
exists in the flow at Station 5 with the 
two-to-one acceleration suggests -that ~ome 
,.....,, 
geometrical factor, such as the poor blending 
-, 
of the eurved and s"traight walls, is the cause 
of separation. 
ComPfison of Predicted Values Sll;i.th ExpE!rimental Results 
'-·1 . . 
The theoretical prediction of boundary la · r parameters 
C) 
36 
. / ' 
was done for design cdndition only, i.e., for 2.5 inch spacing. 
-The results are ~lotted on Figure 15. .,, . 
. 
(· 
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.. 
It can be seen from Figure 15 that the calculated 
values of momentum thickness e, and shape factor H, 
agree quite well ooith the experimental values for accel-
;.,t • .. 
,p'"' 
era ting flow, while for decelerating flow the agreement 
' 
is not very good. 
In order to evaluate the reasons for the deviations, 
especially at Station 4 where the deviation is maximum, 
more traversing stations would be required to assure that 
., 
the experimental data and hence the calculated p~xameters 
are absolutely correct. Although great care was exercised 
~ . 
when the graphical integration of d and e was done, it . 
,, 
' . ~1 
was found dflficult to plot accurate curves of ( 1 - ~) vs • 
.. 
r and 
d i ( 1 - rr) vs. y -J fr om the ex per imen ta 1 data . ·~ 
This was so ··because the measurements very close to the 
wall, or within the boundary layer '11BY not be acca)Xate 
,r 
enough with regards to probe position relative to the 
#' 
wall and the level of pressure measurement it·self. 
1' 
Also, in some instances, a few more readings within 0.1 
inches to the wall, would have helped plotting the above 
. ' 
terms. 
It is therefore possible that the measured e and H 
at Station 4 should have higher·valuef due to inaccuracy 
"--- t,_ 
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4. 7 Diffuser Performance II 
Attempt was made to calculate the overall diffuser 
.. 
pressure rise from experimental data and compare it with 
the theoretical calculation which was based on the potential 
flow model. / However, due to the poor velocity distribution 
at the diffuser exit plane, no pressure recovery was 
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A. The boundary layer behaves well ~in the diffuser until 
it gets to the point where the curved part of the 
outer surface blends into its vertical section, where, 
due to the sudden, sharp turn of the flow and a la·rge 
pressure gradient, separation occurs. 
~ 
~-:. ·' .. 
B. The calculated boundary layer parameters using Trucken-
39 






results, but in the diff~sing flow regions the shape 
factor and momentum thickness. grow more rapidly than' 
' ~ 
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"· . 6. 
~EC <ttmNDATI QNS . 
1. Blending or joining of curved and flat diffuser 
surfaces should be done with great care to insure 
continuous, smooth junction, without sharp turns. 
2. Wherever possible, eliminate the necessity of 
blending by use of continuous curvature, i.e., 
there should not be any flat section. 
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Figure -4 - Sketch of ,.~est Rig 
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Figure 6 - View into Collector BOX. 
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Figure 7 - Model showing suppdrting 
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TABLE 1 - DIEFUSER DISCHARGE AREA 'J:O INLET AREA 































TABLE· 2 · - J DIFFUSER SURFACE C O<RDINATES 
~: 
1nner 
X - Surface 
Inner 
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TABLE 3 - CO<RDINATES OF STATIC lRESSURE TAPS 
AND TOTAL PRESSURE TRAVERS_ING STATIONS 
.... .. 
" •,. I 
-i ' 
} Tra~versing I Inner Surface Outer 
Station No., 





(in outer Axial Distance Radius Axial Dis ta 'EilC e Radius 












2 ) 0.0 s.o o.o 8.0 ,\ 
' 
' None ,- 1.8_0 s.o 1. 70 8.08 
' .. -. None 3.10 5. 08 2.54 8.24 · 
3 4.83 5.79 3.44 8.59 
' None '? 6.27 7. 03 7< 4.28 9.17 
4 7.28 8.-94 - 4.80 10.0 
NOne 7 .so 11.0 s.o 11.0 
.. 7 .so 12. 0 5.0 12.0 None . ~ 
5 7 .so 13.0 s.o 13.0 
.! 
<· 
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A-1 c·omputex · f&:ogram 
'\ I. • 
~ 
./ Thel·~:.-.foll~.ing computer program was written to calculate 
G . 
velocities from static and total pressure measurements. The 
6' 
'~···· 
following data was used as input: .: 
a) Identification: station nu1Dber and -spacer length. 
b) Density of flow medium,.~ , · lbm/in3. 




d) Manometer fluids (water and Meriam No. 3). 
e) Manometer board tempera t~e. 
/ 
f) Sta tic pressure at inner·~ an<I: outer walls of 
g) 
diffuser, inches of fluid~ 
~ .. -
Traversing probe location, y, and c .. sponding /7 
tota 1 pre~~~e reading, inches· and t inches of 
fluid, respectively. ... 
'-'..-- .. 
. ! 





. ~ .. 
The press 
of the manometer 
internally. 
at the -board temperature was calculated 
•1 
.. - t:' 
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t The following -is a sample 
.- '~...;:..-·-
•···· !- : 
.. •'; / 
} 
print-o_ut · taken at·. diffuser 








A similar ou~put was 
~:-~ . 
obtained for each station 
'\ 








-~ t -~ . 
. ;,._:.-
:..- . 'l', 













spacer settings, where 
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1 - y 
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.• 1 ~ .• 
·. ' ... ,. •.. 
,,It 
., 
Sample Calculation Using Truck~l)J:ii;:gcit·'s ~~etbQCI · :1:: ' . 
r " 
'i . . 
. . 
. 'u 
, ·_ eIQitial Conditi~d Constants ' ,• ~ .. 
'; . 
~ ' : ,.> 
,I 
_! • ' 




... R = R_0 =~8. i~~qps, and from experimental results:. 
,j ~., • ; 
· u ~- U0 = Ua, = 167. 89 ft/ sec.; fJ = 8c, = 0, 0312 inches.; 
. . . t ., ' 
.. . ... . . ,.....,..~, . . ... 
. 
41 C ·. . 
. H = Ho = 1.19 and hence from Figure 9, ,~ = O. 239; 
. • 'I' 
~ \). 
. also~f -~ 8.55 inches. ' 





. c* -= 




. ( . 3 8 0. O 312 . ·~ 
= l1·0 ) B.55 B.ss-




'.> .-:. •. ~- .::· ·, ·:· r: • 
. 
/./(:,I:, 7 
:; ( 0.0034-15) · .·• 
,. ... : 
. f ' . 
. CI :: 9. 00 I 3 3 
c) · Eval.uate the· ,Reynolds NWDher based on total length of 
... 
u outer ·wall., e 
U00 f.'·~--v . Rf,.~ ,V =· 
c_ 
167.89 x s.s~ · 
. -4 .• . .~ b 




' Re = 672,031, which indicates that ffow is turbulent. 
"'·'"- .. 
·--; ~ . 
() 
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. ·-• ... j.1·'·'· ,, 











._,. : ,._ ·. 
,;- . . 
I 
·) 
d.) Tb.e skin friction c.9efficient in .equation' (31) is 
-~ . 
. " 
~· ·· determined from 
.\ 
. .. . . 3 
= ~0.0076,.'. = 0.8128 x iO 








. Now, we can proceed with the calculatton step~by · step, 
. 





Xo/e. -~=:- 0 and x1/l ... ~ 0.05 will be. considered here-only. f 
. ' -~ . 
Step 1 Substituting the in~tia1- ~ondit!ons int-o·, 
. ~ 
~ equation (31), 0 
... e(x,) 
-
.X, j( -10 I*} 
. . 11, /:7 C) , u, ~ · Uo-
2 . · i,,./l . · . 
.. 
. ., .. G 






/. /I, I, 1 .. /. /fol:, 7 . &-) '_ =. _ 8.0 
f' '•t 8.55 ·- . 
.,;,. . - _·,. 
.... -,~-: ·,,, ... 
. "-· 







.• •f" . .• : :· 
J,~··' 
•. .... , .. 
:.!' . ' 
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,· I rf 
f_ . B.55 .. 
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r::'" 0. 0 S 
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·o.OS" ' I .. 
., 
' r 
, · (1. 0406) (. 925?) d ( 2) = (Scale Factor) 
1 
x · (Area . ~~~r · curve) 
() . • f • 
"" ' ·. : 
. • V 
\ 
t1 
= (.04) x (lel77) 
.. . - __ · r.· . 
_J· 
. -
" ..... ~ •• H,~·"·1,•1 ••• • • . l, 
. . '{f .. 
= '.04708 ~ 
' V 
.r 
• v .• 
: 
;· . . ? . 












.. . I , 
..• 





... wher~ (Area under curve) was ditermined· 
"-,.._~, .. .,. 
:- ... 
• . . 
I. 'J-
by . p~otting u: . y . 11 s and· 
··\ 
i . ~-
., ~. . ~· 
measuring area by .planime ter. , The Sea le Fae tor was a~lso 
-~ 
determined from the curve. 
' ' 
I 
Note that U/U0 was obtained at desired x/l locations by 
assumi~g linear velocity var·iation between trave;rs.e 
st tions where U/U~ = U/00 is -known from experiment. ~ 
' . . 
tituting into. equation (31)·, 
~ v) . . . · ~
3 
. o.e711 
f>(i,) _[0.00133 + ( O.B/2B.xf0 )(o.04-7082r. .· · 
-
1. \_~ ~ ( t.03h4-)(;; qjs7) 
.- . -'.'" 
,.: 
··:-=. 
"" . : r:""\ 
. -/ } 
= {p~oo/'36~ ().B$?J 
:, i. 
--:· ,; ,. 
\ 
J 
. ' . 
. ,. 
:. I • .,.,; 
.. 
.--...:/ 
. •.·,6 .. 
I ' 
t .. 




~ = 3. 585'5 ( /0 . ' ••• 
_fl,.,0 
r 
.'" ' .. -
.. .• ' 
-~ 
,p. 
·•·· . {, . . . . . . -~-
. .u .""'. 
• ~ 1. ...... 
r ' 
\! • ,. ,,.- .0 ' 
p . -1 ' 
' . 't . ' 
.. 
. ·.' ~.-'.. . ..... : .. ;::, 
· .. ;··_... ·. 
. :' .-
' t. ·. ~ :.. - , 
< 
.. . 
. ~ . " ,; 
- • ·-t 
•. . .. 
.. · Then:. '& (x) = · ((ll)0035855) · (8. ~~03.~ inch~s.' ./ :'. .· \: : ·. :, 
• ... ,·. ~'.'.' • • I .: . •. •• . ., ' , . ' 
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',,,-··· ,. . .• 
Obtain momentUDl "thickner8, Reynolds Number 
- { . . . . , )) . --, . ' . . 
from Step 2 
Equa ti?11 .. (33 > \ 
~. I 
· •.. ~ ·~ -' .. . ~ •( 0 . • 
-
., --
. \, . , where e is in fnches 
_: . 169. 9 x . 03~068 
- -4 
, 12 :x 1. 78 X--,10 
,. 




' re - :. 





b u,e. I : 0.07 log i) - Oo23 
~ 0.07 ·1og 2338 - 0.23 
. -2 
= .58188 · X 10 
I ~ 
~teP 9 Determine variable {, from Equation (35) 
x,/t · 10/3 1/b · 4.o r., 7/b· 
- . u, R, d(f) c,*" .,. f_t_ f, - Uo l ~· ' 2 
. ---
'·'""-
where the terms in bracket [ 
calcula.ted in· Step 1 








. -12. : . . . ~ . 
= 3 .. 5 05/ t. r/0 _ :~ 
;" . 
. ' 
/· "' .. s ;/ 
. ,£,. .. ·, • 
f • :·~. 
) 
-~ ·.;., ... 
·)., .. --:·· I 
• ·~ .1 . • 
- ! 












·~;,: .. . . 
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.. ' ·, ... ,:' ...... 
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~ -·, - . 




. _ Step i · .. ~ . ,b. Eva-l~te fallowing integra 1, I, 










" ' ,,... 
f.. • o·) ... . ~ 0 . I 




= . ,,-,,:-·='=, ...•. , . " 11:, 7. l!J q . . _T .._ 
I ~ . .. ... ~"" I z . \ '',, [J. 
. --II/-" 




" 0, • 
'\\ L, 
.. ( •. ...__ -- . --~.'' :-~'~-::,;_!:-· . . -~ 
· -14 
.1290 X 1cl? · X 0.239 0.2291 x ~,10 ,:~. 
3.5051 X 1012 
•• 
+ . l n ( 1. 012 ) -








.2121 + ().01191 .- 0.0006536 
! . 
-= · 0.2-2335 
- Step. 7 
. " 








Obtain shape fa~~or H from Figure 9: 
. y 
; .. ,_··-H1 .~-l.20 
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